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Executive Summary
Introduction
INDOT has relinquished SR 267 to Plainfield as Quaker Boulevard and is providing $20.5M as part of this
agreement. The $20.5M of federal dollars is programmed to be spent before INDOT fiscal year 2027. In the
relinquishment agreement, Project Alternative 1 – SR 67 Connector Road and Project Alternative 2 – I-70
Overpass Connector Roadway, were identified from the 2019 Plainfield Thoroughfare Plan. The Town of
Plainfield has completed this Scoping and Alignment Study to fully analyze and investigate the optimal
project alternatives (Project Alternative 1, Project Alternative 2, and several additional project alternatives)
that will best enhance the community.
The primary purpose of this Scoping and Alignment Study is to identify and prioritize transportation
improvement options for the Town of Plainfield to spend the $20.5M of relinquishment funds in the required
timeline to help satisfy the Town’s needs and goals. The study will identify any existing and future year
roadway deficiencies and provide capacity improvements to mitigate peak hour congestion.
The Town of Plainfield selected American Structurepoint to provide traffic analysis, concept design, and
develop an opinion of probable costs for several project alternatives near the corridors of I-70, Quaker
Boulevard, Hadley Road, Perry Road, CR 750 S, and SR 67. A Six Step process was developed and utilized in
order to find the best suited projects to further develop and construct with the relinquishment funds.

Six Step Process

STUDY
GOALS
Enhance Transportation Network
Optimize Funding Sources
Improve Walkability
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Prioritize Project Alternatives
The prioritization of project alternatives is contingent upon the scoring criteria established for this study.
The scoring criteria is intended to serve as an unbiased, data-driven selection process to prioritize the
proposal packages and create solutions to meet the study goals. The weight of the scoring is driven by the
main goals of the study, including but not limited to, the following:


Identify short- and long-term improvements that enhance the transportation network for growth to
the west and south portions of the Town of Plainfield limits



Deliver a proposal package optimizing the use of the relinquishment funding and accommodating
the use of all available funding sources



Connect and improve pedestrian facilities, including the desire for new connectivity between the
Gateway Drive and Cambridge Way corridors across Quaker Boulevard



The scoring matrix focuses on traffic and safety improvements, future development opportunities,
roadway connectivity, project costs, project funding, public support of project, and agency
acceptance

Recommendation
Based on the analysis of many transportation improvement alternates, the recommended proposal package
is presented in the table below. The performance scoring and total project costs are included for each project
alternative. This proposal package was determined to represent the project alternatives that best meet the
study’s goals.
Project Alternative Number – Name
Planned Project – added NBL at Quaker Blvd & Hadley Rd (2022 Construction)

Total Project
Cost

Cumulative
Cost

N/A

N/A

3A – Traditional Signal and Turn Lane Improvements at Quaker Blvd & Hadley Rd

$2,504,000

$2,504,000

3 (adjacent) – Install RAB at Hadley Rd & Gateway Dr

$2,221,000

$4,725,000

$764,000

$5,489,000

$12,016,000

$17,505,000

6B – RIRO Access Drives, West and East of Quaker Blvd

$7,429,000

$24,934,000

6C – West Connector Rd from Gateway Dr to Center St

$12,393,000

$37,327,000

5 – Hadley Rd Widening from Quaker Blvd to Center St

$12,278,000

$49,605,000

Year
Needed
By**

2025
3 (adjacent) – Install Center Curb at Perry Rd & Cambridge Way
*6A – Bridge Underpass and Connector Rd from Gateway Dr to Cambridge Way

2035

2035

*This project alternative requires future coordination with INDOT to be implemented alongside the I-70 & Quaker Blvd
interchange improvement project
**Year Needed By represents the analysis year that traffic operations would dictate the need for a traffic improvement
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The recommended improvements resulting from this study are illustrated in Figure ES-1 on the following
page. Each Project Alternative is a function of the other alternatives, and when combined, achieve the
desired goals and priorities of the Town. In particular, the concepts of Project Alternative 6 provide improved
mobility and access near the I-70 interchange and the Town’s Hospitality District through the introduction
of an underpass roadway below a new Quaker Boulevard bridge. The recommendations of this study will
need further collaboration, refinement, and optimization during the design development of the I-70
interchange between INDOT and the Town of Plainfield. As that effort is completed, a future amendment to
the Interlocal Agreement is anticipated to govern the use, phasing, delivery, and timing of relinquishment
funds.
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Project Alternative 3A: EB to SB Right-Turn Lane at Quaker Blvd & Hadley Rd

Proposal Package

Project Alternative 3 (Adjacent): Install RAB at Hadley Rd & Gateway Dr
Project Alternative 3 (Adjacent): Install Center Curb at Perry Rd & Cambridge Way
Project Alternative 6A: Bridge Underpass and Connector Rd from Gateway Dr to Cambridge Way

Recommendation

Project Alternative 6B: RIRO Access Drives, West and East of Quaker Blvd
Project Alternative 6C: West Connector Rd from Gateway Dr to Center St

FIGURE ES-1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Project Alternative 5: Hadley Rd Widening from Quaker Blvd to Center St
PROJECT ALTERNATIVE 3A
[FIGURE 5.3]
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PROJECT ALTERNATIVE 6B
(VARIOUS OPTIONS)
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CRITICAL COORDINATION ITEM:
Bridge on Quaker Blvd at Forthcoming INDOT Interchange
over Project Alternative 6 - Phase A Roadway
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PROJECT ALTERNATIVE 6A
[FIGURE 5.8]
Designer Notes:
Future INDOT Interchange (3)

PROJECT ALTERNATIVE 6C
[FIGURE 5.8]

1. This exhibit is a summary of the recommended proposal package. For additional
detail, reference the Scoping and Alignment Study figures and appendices.
2. Adhering to the scope of this study, these exhibits are conceptual only and are
prepared to a point of showing compliance and viability. Final design and access
locations are subject to change and are to be determined during the detailed design
development process.
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PROJECT ALTERNATIVE 5
[FIGURE 5.7]

3. The future INDOT Interchange linework shown is assuming a diverging crossover
diamond interchange configuration. This assumption and sketch are based on the
INDOT Project Intent Report for the I-70 at SR 267 Interchange (September 27, 2021).
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